Press release
New interior collection by Bloomingville

Take me to the jungle

Saddle up for an expedition into the rainforest and bring back souvenirs
like palm leaves, tropical flowers, natural accessories, and small golden
treasures. The new Jungle collection by the Danish interior brand
Bloomingville sets the scene for genuine summer living and an exotic
wildlife expression.
With natural elements as focal point of the collection, the new selection
of summer styles underlines the current interior trends of bringing nature
inside, while adding enticing and unique ingredients to the décor of the
upcoming season. Discover an impressive look which brings out a both
natural and personal style, in perfect accordance with the living trends of
spring/summer 2019.

Seductive summer living
The Jungle collection offers a variety of wildlife inspired furniture and
home accessories. In the sunny summer light, the colored glass vases
and votives will make a spectacular look. At the same time, the golden
figurines shroud the collection in pure extravagance and add an enticing
contrast to the subtle, earthy hues of beloved, natural materials. The
combination of colorful, eye-catching furniture and classic, Nordic
interior design makes room for self-expression and a stylish appearance
to charm and seduce anyone who’s watching.

Dinner in the jungle
While staying true to the Nordic simplicity, the calm, basic shades, and
the new collection invites for an authentic, tropical feast with the adorable
MOANA tableware series. The variation of beautiful illustrations, revealing
tigers, cockatoos, and jungle greenery, makes a remarkable table setting
– particularly when combined with trending wooden kitchen accessories
or bamboo furniture. The strong, expressive colors, amazing patterns and
favorite earthy hues are destined to evoke an intense summer feeling
along with true happiness at home.
Learn more about Bloomingville and their collections at
www.bloomingville.com/press.
For further questions or a press login, please contact
press@bloomingville.com.

Bloomingville is an international home interior company founded in 2000. Deeply rooted in the Danish aesthetic tradition, Bloomingville’s unique
style offers contemporary design at accessible price points, delivering happy changes to everyday designers worldwide.

